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Installation/Usage Instructions for CVC Series Concentric Vent Caps
Models: CVC-I2, CVC-R2, CVC-I3, CVC-R3
Before proceeding with the installation of your new vent cap, please read these
instructions thoroughly. When handling, installing or removing any vent cap, always
wear safety glasses.
Step 1: Turn off the high efficiency appliance so the concentric vent you are
installing the cap on is not active.
Step 2: Wipe the concentric vent’s exhaust pipe with a damp cloth to remove any
dirt and debris.
Step 3: Carefully loosen each cone point set screw on the cap so they do not extend
beyond the inside surface of the cap. Do not remove the set screws! The set screws
are small and are designed to not extend beyond the outer surface of the installed
cap where they would otherwise collect debris.
Step 4: Slide the cap over the concentric vent’s exhaust pipe, making sure the small
weep hole in front of the screen is pointed down in horizontal applications. This weep
hole will aid in allowing condensate and rain to drip from the cap.
Step 5: Tighten each set screw, with the supplied hex wrench, until they just come
into contact with the plastic on the concentric vent’s exhaust pipe. Once all set
screws have made contact, tighten each set screw 1/8 of a turn so the cone points
lock the cap onto the concentric vent. Do not over-tighten the set screws as doing so
may damage the threads on the cap or the concentric vent.
Step 6: Return the high efficiency appliance to the on position and test its operation.
Note: CVC-I (70% airflow insect) series vent caps are designed to protect concentric
vents from insects during spring, summer and fall. In sub-freezing temperatures,
and throughout winter, the CVC-R (90% airflow rodent) series vent caps must be
used. Before installing any vent screen product, please consult your high efficiency
appliance manufacturer to determine suitability.

